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Abstract

We consider robust least-squares regression with feature-wise disturbance. We
show that this formulation leads to tractable convex optimization problems, and
we exhibit a particular uncertainty set for which the robust problem is equivalent
to `1 regularized regression (Lasso). This provides an interpretation of Lasso from
a robust optimization perspective. We generalize this robust formulation to con-
sider more general uncertainty sets, which all lead to tractable convex optimization
problems. Therefore, we provide a new methodology for designing regression al-
gorithms, which generalize known formulations. The advantage is that robustness
to disturbance is a physical property that can be exploited: in addition to obtaining
new formulations, we use it directly to show sparsity properties of Lasso, as well
as to prove a general consistency result for robust regression problems, including
Lasso, from a unified robustness perspective.

1 Introduction

In this paper we consider linear regression problems with least-square error. The problem is to find
a vectorx so that thè 2 norm of the residualb − Ax is minimized, for a given matrixA ∈ R

n×m

and vectorb ∈ R
n. From a learning/regression perspective, each row ofA can be regarded as a

training sample, and the corresponding element ofb as the target value of this observed sample.
Each column ofA corresponds to a feature, and the objective is to find a set of weights so that the
weighted sum of the feature values approximates the target value.

It is well known that minimizing the least squared error can lead to sensitive solutions [1, 2]. Many
regularization methods have been proposed to decrease this sensitivity. Among them, Tikhonov
regularization [3] and Lasso [4, 5] are two widely known and cited algorithms. These methods
minimize a weighted sum of the residual norm and a certain regularization term,‖x‖2 for Tikhonov
regularization and‖x‖1 for Lasso. In addition to providing regularity, Lasso is also known for
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the tendency to select sparse solutions. Recently this has attracted much attention for its ability
to reconstruct sparse solutions when sampling occurs far below the Nyquist rate, and also for its
ability to recover the sparsity pattern exactly with probability one, asymptotically as the number of
observations increases (there is an extensive literature on this subject, and we refer the reader to
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and references therein). In many of these approaches, the choice of regularization
parameters often has no fundamental connection to an underlying noise model [2].

In [11], the authors propose an alternative approach to reducing sensitivity of linear regression, by
considering arobust versionof the regression problem: they minimize the worst-case residual for
the observations under some unknown but bounded disturbances. They show that their robust least
squares formulation is equivalent to`2-regularized least squares, and they explore computational
aspects of the problem. In that paper, and in most of the subsequent research in this area and the
more general area of Robust Optimization (see [12, 13] and references therein) the disturbance is
taken to be either row-wise and uncorrelated [14], or given by bounding the Frobenius norm of the
disturbance matrix [11].

In this paper we investigate the robust regression problem under more general uncertainty sets,
focusing in particular on the case where the uncertainty set is defined by feature-wise constraints,
and also the case where features are meaningfully correlated. This is of interest when values of
features are obtained with some noisy pre-processing steps, and the magnitudes of such noises are
known or bounded. We prove that all our formulations are computationally tractable. Unlike much
of the previous literature, we provide a focus onstructural propertiesof the robust solution. In
addition to giving new formulations, and new properties of the solutions to these robust problems,
we focus on the inherent importance of robustness, and its ability to prove from scratch important
properties such as sparseness, and asymptotic consistency of Lasso in the statistical learning context.
In particular, our main contributions in this paper are as follows.

• We formulate the robust regression problem with feature-wise independent disturbances,
and show that this formulation is equivalent to a least-square problem with a weighted`1
norm regularization term. Hence, we provide an interpretation for Lasso from a robustness
perspective. This can be helpful in choosing the regularization parameter. We generalize
the robust regression formulation to loss functions given by an arbitrary norm, and uncer-
tainty sets that allow correlation between disturbances of different features.

• We investigate the sparsity properties for the robust regression problem with feature-wise
independent disturbances, showing that such formulations encourage sparsity. We thus eas-
ily recover standard sparsity results for Lasso using a robustness argument. This also im-
plies a fundamental connection between thefeature-wise independenceof the disturbance
and the sparsity.

• Next, we relate Lasso to kernel density estimation. This allows us to re-prove consistency
in a statistical learning setup, using the new robustness tools and formulation we introduce.

Notation. We use capital letters to represent matrices, and boldface letters to represent column
vectors. For a vectorz, we letzi denote theith element. Throughout the paper,ai andr

>
j denote

theith column and thejth row of the observation matrixA, respectively;aij is theij element ofA,
hence it is thejth element ofri, andith element ofaj . For a convex functionf(·), ∂f(z) represents
any of its sub-gradients evaluated atz.

2 Robust Regression with Feature-wise Disturbance

We show that our robust regression formulation recovers Lasso as a special case. The regression
formulation we consider differs from the standard Lasso formulation, as we minimize the norm of
the error, rather than the squared norm. It is known that these two coincide up to a change of the reg-
ularization coefficient. Yet our results amount to more than a representation or equivalence theorem.
In addition to more flexible and potentially powerful robust formulations, we prove new results, and
give new insight into known results. In Section 3, we show the robust formulation gives rise to new
sparsity results. Some of our results there (e.g. Theorem 4) fundamentally depend on (and follow
from) the robustness argument, which is not found elsewhere in the literature. Then in Section 4,
we establish consistency of Lasso directly from the robustness properties of our formulation, thus
explaining consistency from a more physically motivated and perhaps more general perspective.
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2.1 Formulation

Robust linear regression considers the case that the observed matrixA is corrupted by some distur-
bance. We seek the optimal weight for the uncorrupted (yet unknown) sample matrix. We consider
the following min-max formulation:

Robust Linear Regression: min
x∈Rm

{

max
∆A∈U

‖b − (A + ∆A)x‖2

}

. (1)

Here,U is the set of admissible disturbances of the matrixA. In this section, we consider the specific
setup where the disturbance is feature-wise uncorrelated, and norm-bounded for each feature:

U ,

{

(δ1, · · · , δm)
∣

∣

∣
‖δi‖2 ≤ ci, i = 1, · · · ,m

}

, (2)

for givenci ≥ 0. This formulation recovers the well-known Lasso:

Theorem 1. The robust regression problem (1) with the uncertainty set (2) is equivalent to the
following `1 regularized regression problem:

min
x∈Rm

{

‖b − Ax‖2 +

m
∑

i=1

ci|xi|
}

. (3)

Proof. We defer the full details to [15], and give only an outline of the proof here. Showing that the
robust regression is a lower bound for the regularized regression follows from the standard triangle
inequality. Conversely, one can take the worst-case noise to beδ

∗
i , −cisgn(x∗

i )u, whereu is given
by

u ,

{

b−Ax
∗

‖b−Ax∗‖2
if Ax

∗ 6= b,

any vector with unit̀ 2 norm otherwise;
,

from which the result follows after some algebra.

If we takeci = c and normalizedai for all i, Problem (3) is the well-known Lasso [4, 5].

2.2 Arbitrary norm and correlated disturbance

It is possible to generalize this result to the case where the`2-norm is replaced by an arbitrary norm,
and where the uncertainty is correlated from feature to feature. For space considerations, we refer
to the full version ([15]), and simply state the main results here.

Theorem 2. Let‖ · ‖a denote an arbitrary norm. Then the robust regression problem

min
x∈Rm

{

max
∆A∈Ua

‖b − (A + ∆A)x‖a

}

; Ua ,

{

(δ1, · · · , δm)
∣

∣

∣
‖δi‖a ≤ ci, i = 1, · · · ,m

}

;

is equivalent to the regularized regression problemminx∈Rm

{

‖b − Ax‖a +
∑m

i=1 ci|xi|
}

.

Using feature-wise uncorrelated disturbance may lead to overly conservative results. We relax this,
allowing the disturbances of different features to be correlated. Consider the following uncertainty
set:

U ′ ,
{

(δ1, · · · , δm)
∣

∣fj(‖δ1‖a, · · · , ‖δm‖a) ≤ 0; j = 1, · · · , k
}

,

wherefj(·) are convex functions. Notice that bothk andfj can be arbitrary, hence this is a very
general formulation and provides us with significant flexibility in designing uncertainty sets and
equivalently new regression algorithms. The following theorem converts this formulation to a con-
vex and tractable optimization problem.

Theorem 3. Assume that the setZ , {z ∈ R
m|fj(z) ≤ 0, j = 1, · · · , k; z ≥ 0} has non-empty

relative interior. The robust regression problem

min
x∈Rm

{

max
∆A∈U ′

‖b − (A + ∆A)x‖a

}

,
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is equivalent to the following regularized regression problem

min
λ∈R

k
+

,κ∈R
m
+

,x∈Rm

{

‖b − Ax‖a + v(λ,κ,x)
}

;

where:v(λ,κ,x) , max
c∈Rm

[

(κ + |x|)>c −
k

∑

j=1

λjfj(c)
]

.

(4)

Example 1. SupposeU ′ =
{

(δ1, · · · , δm)
∣

∣

∣

∥

∥‖δ1‖a, · · · , ‖δm‖a

∥

∥

s
≤ l;

}

for a symmetric norm

‖ · ‖s, then the resulting regularized regression problem is

min
x∈Rm

{

‖b − Ax‖a + l‖x‖∗s
}

; where‖ · ‖∗s is the dual norm of‖ · ‖s.

The robust regression formulation (1) considers disturbances that are bounded in a set, while in
practice, often the disturbance is a random variable with unbounded support. In such cases, it is not
possible to simply use an uncertainty set that includes all admissible disturbances, and we need to
construct a meaningfulU based on probabilistic information. In the full version [15] we consider
computationally efficient ways to use chance constraints to construct uncertainty sets.

3 Sparsity

In this section, we investigate the sparsity properties of robust regression (1), and equivalently Lasso.
Lasso’s ability to recover sparse solutions has been extensively discussed (cf [6, 7, 8, 9]), and takes
one of two approaches. The first approach investigates the problem from a statistical perspective.
That is, it assumes that the observations are generated by a (sparse) linear combination of the fea-
tures, and investigates the asymptotic or probabilistic conditions required for Lasso to correctly
recover the generative model. The second approach treats the problem from an optimization per-
spective, and studies under what conditions a pair(A,b) defines a problem with sparse solutions
(e.g., [16]).

We follow the second approach and do not assume a generative model. Instead, we consider the
conditions that lead to a feature receiving zero weight. In particular, we show that (i) as a direct
result of feature-wise independenceof the uncertainty set, a slight change of a feature that was
originally assigned zero weight still gets zero weight (Theorem 4); (ii) using Theorem 4, we show
that “nearly” orthogonal features get zero weight (Corollary 1); and (iii) “nearly” linearly dependent
features get zero weight (Theorem 5). Substantial research regarding sparsity properties of Lasso
can be found in the literature (cf [6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 19, 20] and many others). In particular, similar
results as in point (ii), that rely on anincoherenceproperty, have been established in, e.g., [16], and
are used as standard tools in investigating sparsity of Lasso from a statistical perspective. However,
a proof exploiting robustness and properties of the uncertainty is novel. Indeed, such a proof shows
a fundamental connection between robustness and sparsity, and implies that robustifying w.r.t. a
feature-wise independent uncertainty set might be a plausible way to achieve sparsity for other
problems.

Theorem 4. Given(Ã,b), let x∗ be an optimal solution of the robust regression problem:

min
x∈Rm

{

max
∆A∈U

‖b − (Ã + ∆A)x‖2

}

.

Let I ⊆ {1, · · · ,m} be such that for alli ∈ I, x∗
i = 0. Now let

Ũ ,

{

(δ1, · · · , δm)
∣

∣

∣
‖δj‖2 ≤ cj , j 6∈ I; ‖δi‖2 ≤ ci + `i, i ∈ I

}

.

Then,x∗ is an optimal solution of

min
x∈Rm

{

max
∆A∈Ũ

‖b − (A + ∆A)x‖2

}

,

for anyA that satisfies‖ai − ãi‖ ≤ `i for i ∈ I, andaj = ãj for j 6∈ I.
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Proof. Notice that fori ∈ I, x∗
i = 0, hence theith column of bothA and∆A has no effect on the

residual. We have

max
∆A∈Ũ

∥

∥

∥
b − (A + ∆A)x∗

∥

∥

∥

2
= max

∆A∈U

∥

∥

∥
b − (A + ∆A)x∗

∥

∥

∥

2
= max

∆A∈U

∥

∥

∥
b − (Ã + ∆A)x∗

∥

∥

∥

2
.

Fori ∈ I, ‖ai−ãi‖ ≤ li, andaj = ãj for j 6∈ I. Thus
{

Ã+∆A
∣

∣∆A ∈ U
}

⊆
{

A+∆A
∣

∣∆A ∈ Ũ
}

.
Therefore, for any fixedx′, the following holds:

max
∆A∈U

∥

∥

∥
b − (Ã + ∆A)x′

∥

∥

∥

2
≤ max

∆A∈Ũ

∥

∥

∥
b − (A + ∆A)x′

∥

∥

∥

2
.

By definition ofx∗,

max
∆A∈U

∥

∥

∥
b − (Ã + ∆A)x∗

∥

∥

∥

2
≤ max

∆A∈U

∥

∥

∥
b − (Ã + ∆A)x′

∥

∥

∥

2
.

Therefore we have

max
∆A∈Ũ

∥

∥

∥
b − (A + ∆A)x∗

∥

∥

∥

2
≤ max

∆A∈Ũ

∥

∥

∥
b − (A + ∆A)x′

∥

∥

∥

2
.

Since this holds for arbitraryx′, we establish the theorem.

Theorem 4 is establishedusing the robustness argument, and is a direct result of thefeature-wise
independenceof the uncertainty set. It explains why Lasso tends to assign zero weight to non-
relative features. Consider a generative model1 b =

∑

i∈I wiai + ξ̃ whereI ⊆ {1 · · · ,m} andξ̃ is
a random variable, i.e.,b is generated by features belonging toI. In this case, for a featurei′ 6∈ I,
Lasso would assign zero weight as long as there exists a perturbed value of this feature, such that
the optimal regression assigned it zero weight. This is also shown in the next corollary, in which
we apply Theorem 4 to show that the problem has a sparse solution as long as an incoherence-type
property is satisfied (this result is more in line with the traditional sparsity results).

Corollary 1. Suppose that for alli, ci = c. If there existsI ⊂ {1, · · · ,m} such that for all
v ∈ span

(

{ai, i ∈ I}
⋃

{b}
)

, ‖v‖ = 1, we havev>
aj ≤ c ∀j 6∈ I, then any optimal solutionx∗

satisfiesx∗
j = 0, ∀j 6∈ I.

Proof. For j 6∈ I, let a=
j denote the projection ofaj onto the span of{ai, i ∈ I}⋃{b}, and let

a
+
j , aj − a

=
j . Thus, we have‖a=

j ‖ ≤ c. Let Â be such that

âi =

{

ai i ∈ I;
a

+
i i 6∈ I.

Now let
Û , {(δ1, · · · , δm)|‖δi‖2 ≤ c, i ∈ I; ‖δj‖2 = 0, j 6∈ I}.

Consider the robust regression problemminx̂

{

max∆A∈Û

∥

∥b−(Â+∆A)x̂
∥

∥

2

}

, which is equivalent

to minx̂

{

∥

∥b − Âx̂
∥

∥

2
+

∑

i∈I c|x̂i|
}

. Now we show that there exists an optimal solutionx̂
∗ such

that x̂∗
j = 0 for all j 6∈ I. This is becausêaj are orthogonal to the span of of{âi, i ∈ I}⋃{b}.

Hence for any given̂x, by changingx̂j to zero for allj 6∈ I, the minimizing objective does not
increase.

Since‖â − âj‖ = ‖a=
j ‖ ≤ c ∀j 6∈ I, (and recall thatU = {(δ1, · · · , δm)|‖δi‖2 ≤ c,∀i}) applying

Theorem 4 we establish the corollary.

The next corollary follows easily from Corollary 1.

Corollary 2. Suppose there existsI ⊆ {1, · · · ,m}, such that for alli ∈ I, ‖ai‖ < ci. Then any
optimal solutionx∗ satisfiesx∗

i = 0, for i ∈ I.

1While we are not assuming generative models to establish the results, it is still interesting to see how these
results can help in a generative model setup.
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The next theorem shows that sparsity is achieved when a set of features are “almost” linearly depen-
dent. Again we refer to [15] for the proof.

Theorem 5. GivenI ⊆ {1, · · · ,m} such that there exists a non-zero vector(wi)i∈I satisfying

‖
∑

i∈I

wiai‖2 ≤ min
σi∈{−1,+1}

|
∑

i∈I

σiciwi|,

then there exists an optimal solutionx∗ such that∃i ∈ I : x∗
i = 0.

Notice that for linearly dependent features, there exists non-zero(wi)i∈I such that‖∑

i∈I wiai‖2 =
0, which leads to the following corollary.

Corollary 3. Given I ⊆ {1, · · · ,m}, let AI ,

(

ai

)

i∈I
, and t , rank(AI). There exists an

optimal solutionx∗ such thatx∗
I , (xi)

>
i∈I has at mostt non-zero coefficients.

SettingI = {1, · · · ,m}, we immediately get the following corollary.

Corollary 4. If n < m, then there exists an optimal solution with no more thann non-zero coeffi-
cients.

4 Density Estimation and Consistency

In this section, we investigate the robust linear regression formulation from a statistical perspective
and rederiveusing only robustness propertiesthat Lasso is asymptotically consistent. We note that
our result applies to a considerably more general framework than Lasso. In the full version ([15])
we use some intermediate results used to prove consistency, to show that regularization can be
identified with the so-called maxmin expected utility (MMEU) framework, thus tying regularization
to a fundamental tenet of decision-theory.

We restrict our discussion to the case where the magnitude of the allowable uncertainty for all
features equalsc, (i.e., the standard Lasso) and establish the statistical consistency of Lasso from
a distributional robustness argument. Generalization to the non-uniform case is straightforward.
Throughout, we usecn to representc where there aren samples (we takecn to zero).

Recall the standard generative model in statistical learning: letP be a probability measure with
bounded support that generates i.i.d. samples(bi, ri), and has a densityf∗(·). Denote the set of the
first n samples bySn. Define

x(cn,Sn) , arg min
x

{

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
∑

i=1

(bi − r>i x)2 + cn‖x‖1

}

= arg min
x

{

√
n

n

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

(bi − r>i x)2 + cn‖x‖1

}

;

x(P) , arg min
x

{

√

∫

b,r

(b − r>x)2dP(b, r)
}

.

In words,x(cn,Sn) is the solution to Lasso with the tradeoff parameter set tocn

√
n, andx(P)

is the “true” optimal solution. We have the following consistency result. The theorem itself is a
well-known result. However, the proof technique is novel. This technique is of interest because
the standard techniques to establish consistency in statistical learning including VC dimension and
algorithm stability often work for a limited range of algorithms, e.g., SVMs are known to have
infinite VC dimension, and we show in the full version ([15]) thatLasso is not stable. In contrast,
a much wider range of algorithms have robustness interpretations, allowing a unified approach to
prove their consistency.

Theorem 6. Let {cn} be such thatcn ↓ 0 and limn→∞ n(cn)m+1 = ∞. Suppose there exists a
constantH such that‖x(cn,Sn)‖2 ≤ H almost surely. Then,

lim
n→∞

√

∫

b,r

(b − r>x(cn,Sn))2dP(b, r) =

√

∫

b,r

(b − r>x(P))2dP(b, r),

almost surely.
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The full proof and results we develop along the way are deferred to [15], but we provide the main
ideas and outline here. The key to the proof is establishing a connection between robustness and
kernel density estimation.

Step 1: For a givenx, we show that the robust regression loss over the training data is equal to the
worst-case expectedgeneralization error. To show this we establish a more general result:
Proposition 1. Given a functiong : R

m+1 → R and Borel setsZ1, · · · ,Zn ⊆ R
m+1, let

Pn , {µ ∈ P|∀S ⊆ {1, · · · , n} : µ(
⋃

i∈S

Zi) ≥ |S|/n}.

The following holds

1

n

n
∑

i=1

sup
(ri,bi)∈Zi

h(ri, bi) = sup
µ∈Pn

∫

Rm+1

h(r, b)dµ(r, b).

Step 2: Next we show that robust regression has a form like that in the left hand side above. Also,
the set of distributions we supremize over, in the right hand side above, includes a kernel density
estimator for the true (unknown) distribution. Indeed, consider the following kernel estimator: given
samples(bi, ri)

n
i=1,

hn(b, r) , (ncm+1)−1
n

∑

i=1

K

(

b − bi, r − ri

c

)

,

where:K(x) , I[−1,+1]m+1(x)/2m+1.

(5)

Observe that the estimated distribution given by Equation (5) belongs to the set of distributions

Pn(A,∆,b, c) , {µ ∈ P|Zi = [bi − c, bi + c] ×
m
∏

j=1

[aij − δij , aij + δij ];

∀S ⊆ {1, · · · , n} : µ(
⋃

i∈S

Zi) ≥ |S|/n},

and hence belongs tôP(n) = P̂(n) ,
⋃

∆|∀j,
P

i
δ2

ij
=nc2

j
Pn(A,∆,b, c), which is precisely the set

of distributions used in the representation from Proposition 1.

Step 3: Combining the last two steps, and using the fact that
∫

b,r
|hn(b, r) − h(b, r)|d(b, r) goes to

zero almost surely whencn ↓ 0 andncm+1
n ↑ ∞ sincehn(·) is a kernel density estimation off(·)

(see e.g. Theorem 3.1 of [21]), we prove consistency of robust regression.

We can remove the assumption that‖x(cn,Sn)‖2 ≤ H, and as in Theorem 6, the proof technique
rather than the result itself is of interest. We postpone the proof to [15].
Theorem 7. Let{cn} converge to zero sufficiently slowly. Then

lim
n→∞

√

∫

b,r

(b − r>x(cn,Sn))2dP(b, r) =

√

∫

b,r

(b − r>x(P))2dP(b, r),

almost surely.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we consider robust regression with a least-square-error loss, and extend the results of
[11] (i.e., Tikhonov regularization is equivalent to a robust formulation for Frobenius norm-bounded
disturbance set) to a broader range of disturbance sets and hence regularization schemes. A special
case of our formulation recovers the well-known Lasso algorithm, and we obtain an interpretation
of Lasso from a robustness perspective. We consider more general robust regression formulations,
allowing correlation between the feature-wise noise, and we show that this too leads to tractable
convex optimization problems.

We exploit the new robustness formulation to give direct proofs of sparseness and consistency for
Lasso. As our results follow from robustness properties, it suggests that they may be far more
general than Lasso, and that in particular, consistency and sparseness may be properties one can
obtain more generally from robustified algorithms.
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